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Tom had injured himself in the week, however had very 
sportingly come along to watch.  Sam and Declan were on 
holiday so Joe Fry came into goal for us and Connor had 
decided to see if he’d like to join and came along for a game.  
Weston made the long trip up as we had done the same at 
the start of last season.  As it was a pre-season friendly we 
had decide to play four quarters of 20 minutes.  As Andy 
wanted to take some photos, Jon took the reporting duties.  
So exactly one year to the minute after we last kicked off 
against these….. 
 
The line up was: 

 
Joe Fry 

 
Josh     Aaron     Reece     Joel 

 
Noah     Bryn     Charlie     Max 

 
Lorenzo     Callum 

 
Substitutes: Connor 
 
Weston attacked and we missed a few opportunities to clear 
letting them shoot, however it went over from seven yards.  
Josh, Noah and Aaron combined well to pass Lorenzo in.  
He beat the last man and crossed, but it was missed by 
those running in.  Callum threw to Joel, who ran and shot, 
however the ‘keeper caught it.  Straight down the other end 
and a ball through saw a shot from Weston hit the post, and 
then come back for another shot to hit the post and go out!  
Joe’s kick dropped to Lorenzo who turned and played in 
Callum, but his shot was at the ‘keeper.  Callum swung over 
a corner which the ‘keeper claimed but dropped out for 
another corner.  This one came over and dropped for Connor 
to shoot, but it was deflected over for a third corner, which 
they finally cleared.  Charlie won the ball and played it 
through for Callum who was caught in the challenge of two 
players and fell, the ref’ awarding a penalty.  Callum stood 

up to take it, and calmly slotted it into the top right, even 
though the ‘keeper did get his hands to it 1-0.  Callum swung 

a corner which hit a Weston player on the wrong side and 
dropped in 2-0. 

 

QUARTER-TIME: FRYS   2    W/CRUSADERS   0 
 
Josh played a great ball down the right for Lorenzo whose 
shot was saved.  Max won the ball and played it to Callum 
who laid it in for Lorenzo.  His shot was parried and cleared 
halfway to Connor who returned it to Callum.  He beat a 
player and shot into the bottom right 3-0. 

 

HALF-TIME: FRYS   3    W/CRUSADERS   0 
 
Weston attacked down the left and shot, which Joe stood up 
well to save.  After a bit of pressure from Frys the ball came 
to the edge of the area to Josh and he shot just wide.  A long 
throw from Callum was missed as it bounced across the area 
and Josh was at the back post to tap it in 4-0. 

 

3 QUARTER-TIME: FRYS   4    W/CRUSADERS   0 
 
Callum threw and again it was missed as it bounced across 
the area and this time Max was at the far post, however his 
shot was saved by the ‘keeper.  Weston attacked and as 
they were about to shoot Aaron dived in to push it out.  They 
hit over the corner and Joe held the header just under the 
crossbar.  Callum ran into the box with the ball, and the 
resulting penalty was despatched clinically by Callum into 
the bottom left 5-0.  Weston attacked down the right and 

centred for their number 10 to shoot from about the penalty 
spot and finally beat Joe 5-1.  Conner played the ball over 

the last defender and Callum chipped the ‘keeper, however it 
hit the post.  They broke into our area and Joel blocked the 
first shot, and the second which was goal-bound saw Joe 
dive full length to tip around the post. 
 

FULL-TIME: FRYS   5    W/CRUSADERS   1 
  

Man of the Match – Chosen by the Players for 
excellent play and effort – Bryn & Aaron 

 

Afterthoughts………………………………………………… 
What a massive difference from a year ago where 
we drew 1-1.  After the game I signed Conner there 
and then, delivering it to Filton that night, as it was 
deadline day!  We also played with no Tom, Declan 
or Sam which bodes well for the coming season.  
What I liked the most was the way we moved the 
ball around quickly to feet, but were also able to 
change that when needed. 
 


